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Thirteen things leaders can do
to be better leaders
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T R E N D L I N E S
M&A and NSR

“Eat right,
sleep, exercise
– don’t let
yourself go.
You set a
good example
for everyone
else when
you can show
self-discipline
and care for
yourself.”

W

e can always improve. Take these steps
and your life as a leader will get much
better.

Mark
Zweig
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2) Stop accepting every excuse for a lack of
results as valid. While SOME excuses people
have for not performing may be justified,
many are not. Certainly, ALL are not. AEC
firm leaders tend to accept every excuse in
the name of protecting their “family” work
atmospheres. It hurts the company and demotivates everyone else.
3) Valuing your time. You have to set the example for valuing your time. It means you don’t
get sucked into trivia. It means you avoid wasting your time doing things other people can
do. You do not accept every single interruption
as normal, especially if it keeps you from doing
something more important. It also means that
if one of your employees insists on texting
you with non-urgent stuff during dinner every
single night you can ask them to wait.
4) Taking care of yourself. Eat right, sleep,
exercise – don’t let yourself go. You set a good
example for everyone else when you can show
self-discipline and care for yourself. And you
also show you don’t let circumstances dictate
what happens to you.
5) Not letting the negative stuff destroy your
optimism. This is so important yet we all
must remind ourselves to stay vigilant here every day. There is so much negativity – so many
See MARK ZWEIG, page 2

The numbers are in for Zweig Group’s
2017 Hot Firm and A/E Awards
Conference. Researchers looked at a
variety of statistics for award-winning
firms and found those that engaged
in M&A grew their NSR by around 80
percent or nearly $30 million, whereas
firms that did not conduct any M&A
grew by 82 percent or just over $16
million. The average NSR for FY 2016
for firms that conducted M&A over
the last three years was $75 million,
and for those that did not, it was $51
million.

OPEN FOR PARTICIPATION

zweiggroup.com/survey-participation/

C O U N T D O W N
WEEKS
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1) Confronting those who are not doing their
jobs. This is one of the primary roles of a
leader. Allowing failures to persist without
confronting them is an absolute failure on the
part of the leader.

Until Zweig
Group’s 2017
Hot Firm and
A/E Industry
Awards
Conference!

The complete 2017
Hot Firm list
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ABO UT TH E C O N F E R E N C E
2017 ZWEIG GROUP HOT FIRM AND A/E INDUSTRY
AWARDS CONFERENCE The industry’s largest and
most comprehensive business conference for
leaders and aspiring leaders of AEC firms in the
U.S. The event will culminate with a black-tie
ceremony where awards will be presented to
winning firms. Zweig Group offers four awards
programs focused on A/E/P and environmental
consulting firm achievement:
❚❚ Hot Firm List. Recognizes the 100 fastestgrowing A/E/P and environmental consulting
firms in the U.S.
❚❚ Best Firms to Work For. Recognizes the
top firms in the U.S. and Canada based on
workplace practices, employee benefits,

retention rates, and much more.
❚❚ Marketing Excellence Award. Recognizes
outstanding and effective marketing in our
industry.
❚❚ Jerry Allen Courage in Leadership. Given
each year to someone who has made
tremendous impacts on their firm through
courageous leadership.

Take your advice
from Mark Zweig
to-go.

❚❚ Trifecta Award. Recognizes the exceptional
firms that have won three out of the above
four awards in the same year.
Winners will be highlighted in The Zweig Letter,
in addition to being celebrated at the conference
held at the Fairmont Olympic Hotel in Seattle on
September 21-22, 2017.

MARK ZWEIG, from page 1

negative people you can associate with – and all of it will suck you down. It doesn’t
mean you have to live in a bubble, but it does mean you can “turn it off ” when you have
to. You know it’s hurting you and your ability to lead a bunch of other people who are
probably exposed on a daily basis to more negative stuff than you are.
6) Not being afraid to try something that hasn’t already been done a million times.
We are so conforming in this business – you wouldn’t believe the lack of confidence we
see daily in firm leaders who are afraid to do something different than their competitors. It is a huge problem that holds companies back. But think about it – if you do everything just like every other company out there why would you ever be more successful
than they are?
7) Being able to tolerate criticism or skepticism and yet keep moving forward. Always the hallmark of a good leader. Not everyone will like you, trust you, or believe in
you. And there will always be people taking shots at you. Thicken up that skin. Be ready
for this to happen. Expect it. Embrace it. Then prove the critics wrong.
8) Making a plan, sharing a plan, and implementing a plan. You will never get out of
the woods without a map or at least a good sense of where the “exit” is. This has to be
explained and shared with everyone else in your party because if not they will all be
worried, fearful, and paranoid.
9) Valuing doers vs. those who just talk about it. As a guy who has started multiple
businesses and worked with firm founders of all types and sizes, I can tell you that
doers are infinitely more valuable than idea people who never do anything. There are
a million ideas. Those who implement one or more of them are the heroes. They get
something done.
10) Keeping your cool under fire. Losing your temper is never good. You have to remain
calm and in control of your emotions no matter what. That said, I have been able to
use what appears to be emotion effectively at times as a communication tool. Be smart
about what you “show” people!
11) Being self-critical. Everyone loves someone who knows what they are good at and
what they aren’t. It’s especially endearing when you can be self-deprecating. You cannot
be the a-hole who honestly thinks he or she is better than everyone else and acts accordingly. You aren’t perfect. Acknowledge it. Work on your weaknesses. Maximize your
strengths.
12) Surrounding yourself with people who make up for your weaknesses. A good
leader gets more than good order-takers working with them. You need people who do
the things you don’t do so well. Not good at long-term initiatives? Find someone who
is. Not good at public speaking? Get someone who is. Don’t like to read contracts? Find
someone who will read them. I could go on and on, but you get the point.
13) Being trustworthy. You must be able to keep a secret. If not, you won’t know what is
going on in your company because no one will tell you anything.

I’m out of time now. And since I want to be a good leader, I will sign off here!
MARK ZWEIG is Zweig Group’s chairman and founder. Contact him at mzweig@zweiggroup.com.
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Best Firm focus

Leaders of employee-friendly firms talk about how being a
Best Firm affects marketing, recruiting, and team building.

T

he Zweig Letter: How has being a Best Firm helped you recruit
and retain top talent in a tight labor market?

Matt Hoying, president, Choice One Engineering (Sidney, OH), a
37-person civil engineering firm: Being named a Zweig Group Best
Firm has played a small part in attracting new employees. Our new
employees have told us, though it wasn’t a deciding factor in coming
to work for Choice One, it was a reason they researched the company
more and ultimately reassured them when making their final decision.
TZL: How has being a Best Firm helped you in terms of marketing
your firm?
Ted Fitzemeyer, president, Fitzemeyer & Tocci (Woburn, MA), a
40-person engineering consulting firm: In 2014, we set a strategic
objective to have a stellar reputation in the engineering community as the workplace of choice. Being a Zweig Group Best Firm impartially confirms our commitment to our strategic plan, our staff, and
ultimately to our clients. Receiving this prestigious award illustrates
the commitment we have to our employees and aids in attracting topnotch talent, which is key to our continued success.
TZL: In the process of becoming a Best Firm, what did you learn
about building a great team?
Mike Mulhern and Joe Kulp, founders, Mulhern+Kulp (Ambler,
PA), a 60-person structural engineering firm: To us, being voted
Best Structural Engineering Firm to Work For is an affirmation of one
of our founding principles – that our people, both collectively and individually, are our most valuable asset. We share a genuine concern
for their personal well-being, career satisfaction, and overall success
– achieved in a positive, open, friendly and encouraging environment.
We are motivated every day to grow our business so that we can provide new challenges and career advancement opportunities for every
one of our employees.
TZL: How has being a Best Firm helped you in terms of marketing
your firm?
Chris Huckabee, CEO, Huckabee (Fort Worth, TX), a 218-person architecture firm: We place great emphasis on excellence in everything
we do, and this means investing in our team, our offices, and our culture. Where we are today, and the culture we’ve nurtured, is the result
of 50 years of practice and focus in the educational market. We love
to talk about our clients and our employees and the great work they
are doing for Texas communities. Being named Best Firms to Work
For gives us one more opportunity to spread the word about the people who make our workplace great. The award is also a message to our
clients that we invest in our team because we are invested in you; at
Huckabee, we are all-in to education, and this means recruiting people
who are going to be all-in with us and with them.
See BEST FIRMS, page 4
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ARCHITECTURE
1.

Huckabee

2.

Mackey Mitchell Architects

3.

Hastings Architecture Associates

4.

McMillan Pazdan Smith

5.

LRK Inc.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
1.

Choice One

2.

Bowers and Kubota

3.

Criado & Associates, Inc

4.

Delta Airport Consultants, Inc.

5.

Provost & Pritchard Consulting Group

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
1.

Ecosystem Planning & Restoration

2.

EHS Support

3.

Comprehensive Envrironmental

4.

Rincon Consultants, Inc

5.

Alta Environmental

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
1.

Comprehensive Envrionmental

2.

GeoDesign, Inc

3.

R&M Consultants, Inc.

4.

Draper Aden Associates

5.

Larson Design Group

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
1.

Harper Houf Peterson Righellis

2.

SCJ Alliance

3.

Hitchcock Design Group

4.

Wade Trim

5.

Chen Moore and Associates

MULTI-DISCIPLINE
1.

Fitzemeyer & Tocci

2.

Garver

3.

Bowers and Kubota

4.

MBP

5.

Tower Pinkster

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
1.

Mulhern & Kulp

2.

Barrish Pelham

3.

SidePlate

4.

BASE

5.

Finley Engineering Group
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BES T FIR M W I N N E R S
ROCK BROOK RANKS NO. 32 NATIONALLY ON ZWEIG
GROUP’S BEST FIRMS TO WORK FOR LIST The
Rock Brook Consulting Group, PA announced
that the firm has once again received Zweig
Group’s Best Firms to Work For Award,
ranking No. 32 on the 2017 list among
multidiscipline firms. Zweig Group received
more than 11,000 survey submissions from
firms across the U.S. and Canada, and
recognizes the top architecture, structural
engineering, civil engineering, environmental,
geotechnical
engineering,
landscape
architecture/planning, and multidiscipline firms
based on their workplace practices, employee
benefits, employee retention rates, and
more.
“We are really excited not only to have won this
award for the second year in a row, but also
to see a substantial improvement in our rank
on the list for 2017,” stated Julia Moroney,
Rock Brook’s director of marketing. “A primary
reason we participate in this award program
is to collect valuable feedback that will give
our managing principals the insight they
need to continue to provide an enjoyable and
satisfying work environment for our staff. We
remain cognizant of the goal to be one of the
‘best firms to work for,’ especially as our firm
continues to grow.”
For a firm to qualify, a minimum of 60
percent of its staff is required to complete an
anonymous survey. Participating firms also
receive a benchmarking report comparing

employee responses to those of the larger
sample.
COFFMAN NAMED A BEST FIRM TO WORK FOR BY
ZWEIG GROUP Coffman is listed at No. 14 in
the Multidiscipline category on Zweig Group’s
2017 Best Firms to Work For award list that
recognizes outstanding workplaces in the AEC
industry.
Coffman focuses on creating a workplace
that aligns with its guiding statements – its
mission, vision, values, and culture. The
recognition of being a Best Firm to Work For
is an honor for Coffman as we intentionally
strive to create a place where people
enjoy coming to and like the work that they
do.
JQ NAMED TO 2017 BEST FIRMS TO WORK
FOR BY ZWEIG GROUP JQ is excited to
announce that it was recently recognized
as a 2017 Zweig Group Best Firm to
Work For in the Structural Engineering
category.
Zweig’s annual list recognizes the top
architecture, structural engineering, civil
engineering, environmental, geotechnical
engineering, landscape architecture/planning,
and multidiscipline firms in the United States
and Canada. As part of the qualifying
process, company employees complete
surveys, and the firm’s management answers
a questionnaire about values, culture and
benefits.

“We are very proud to be among the best firms
to work for again this year. This recognition
reflects feedback from our employees about
our work environment and the opportunities
we provide for their professional growth while
serving our clients. This award is indicative
of the fantastic culture created by JQ staff in
all our offices,” said JQ’s CEO Stephen Lucy,
P.E.
By using the management questionnaire
and the anonymous employee surveys
regarding workplace practices, companies
are graded against other industry participants,
then ranked by category. JQ noted the
highlights from its employee surveys
including:
❚❚ More than 89 percent of respondents
would recommend JQ to a friend looking
for a job
❚❚ More than 91 percent of respondents
believed their manager was supportive of
their professional development/continuing
education
❚❚ More than 92 percent of respondents
believed that new employees are made to
feel welcomed and valued
Top attributes of the firm, also noted by JQ
employees, that make it a great place to
work include the firm’s quality work, integrity
and honesty, great culture and work-life
balance.

BEST FIRMS, from page 3

TZL: How has being a Best Firm helped you recruit and retain top talent in a tight labor market?
Dan Houf, president, Harper Houf Peterson Righellis, Inc. (Portland, OR), a 90-person landscape architecture firm: Harper Houf Peterson Righellis Inc. finds being on the list for Zweig Group Best Firms extremely helpful in attracting new talent, but more importantly, helping us gauge how we are doing with our current
employees and in-house talent. We continually strive to be a great place to work, and to provide a professional
and rewarding experience for all of our professional staff. The Zweig survey provides an opportunity to gauge
areas of strength, and to find opportunities to improve our firm. We use the rankings on our web page as well
as advertisements for current openings. We also use our Best Firm’s standing in marketing, as it provides us
with credibility to our clients that we treat our employees fairly, leading to low turnover and consistent client service.
TZL: In the process of becoming a Best Firm, what did you learn about building a great team?
Eileen Pannatier, CEO and founder, Comprehensive Environmental Inc. (Marlborough, MA) a 30-person
geotechnical firm: The formula for happy employees includes the basics of good pay, good benefits, and good
working conditions, but more importantly, the daily gratification of a job done well and making a difference
for our clients and for the environment.
TZL: In the process of becoming a Best Firm, what did you learn about building a great team?
Sonny Kaiser, principal, Ecosystem Planning & Restoration, (Tomball, TX), a 21-person environmental
firm: Building a great team starts with visualizing the culture and environment you want to build for your
company, and then pursuing team members that embody that vision. We learned through this process that
identifying the best people to help build our company culture takes time, but is well worth the effort to find
the right people. Identifying leaders that help embody and define our culture has been critical to becoming a
Best Firm to Work For, and those leaders help us create an environment where people desire to work.
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Hot Firm + A/E Industry
Awards Conference Agenda

REGISTRATION

A conference built on growth + success of the AEC Industry

Sept 21-22 | Seattle, WA |Fairmont Olympic Hotel

Wednesday, September 20 (for VIP registrations)
6:00pm – VIP Registration
6:00pm – 7:30pm – VIP Reception - hosted by Arthur J. Gallagher
Company, Corporate Tax Advisors and Time Counts

Thursday, September 21
8:00-9:00am – Conference Sign-in & Breakfast
9:00-9:45am – Welcome & opening remarks
9:45-10:45am – Keynote – Steve Thomas
10:45-11:00am – Break

IS STILL
OPEN!

Friday, September 22
8:00-9:00am – Breakfast
9:00-9:15am – Day 2 Overview
9:15-10:00am – Keynote 2 – Kit Miyamoto, Miyamoto International
10:00-10:45am – Keynote 3 – John Zweig, The Cape Eleuthera
Foundation
10:45-11:00am – Break

11:00am-12:00pm – Breakout 5

11:00-12:00pm – Breakout 1

• Breakout 1A: Moderated Panel of #1 Best Firms to Work For: “How
the Best Firms to Work For stand out in the industry”
• Breakout 1B: Simplifying Training Programs, Perry Shea and Jean
Carr, SCJ Alliance
• Breakout 1C: “Practical Strategies for Improving Communications
Skills Across Your Firm,” Anthony Fasano, Engineering Career Coach
12:00-1:00pm – Lunch (Sponsored by Bentley Systems)

• Breakout 5A: “The important role of a Board of Directors,” Mark
Zweig and Jamie Claire Kiser, Zweig Group
• Breakout 5B: “Reduce Scope Creep and Get Paid for Extra Services,"
June Jewell, AEC Business Solutions
• Breakout 5C: “How to Create a More Business Development
Minded Culture in Your Firm,” Anthony Fasano, Engineering Career
Coach
12:00-1:00pm – Lunch
1:00-1:15pm – Break

1:00-2:00pm – Breakout 2

1:15-2:15pm – Breakout 6

• Breakout 2A: “8-Minute Compliance,” Andrew Malahowski, Arthur
J. Gallagher Company
• Breakout 2B: “Year 2020: New Business is found and maintained in
a pocket not in a place,” Delrae Bennett, Time Counts
• Breakout 2C: “How I Transitioned to a Doer-Seller Role and Grew
Our Business," Core States Group
2:00-2:15pm – Break

• Breakout 6A: Strategic Financing/Tax Credits, Dawson Fercho,
Corporate Tax Advisors
• Breakout 6B: “Defined Contribution Employee Benefits – The
Future of Benefits,” Chris Newell, Arthur J. Gallagher Company
• Breakout 6C: “How to Develop the AEC Leaders inside your Firm,”
Anthony Fasano, Engineering Career Coach
2:15-2:30pm – Break
2:30-3:30pm – Closing Keynote 4 – Featured Engineer in Dream
Big Documentary, Dr. Menzer Pehlivan, CH2M
3:30-4:00pm – Closing remarks
4:00-5:30pm – Break
5:30-7:00pm – Black Tie Awards Reception
7:00-9:30pm – Hot Firm + A/E Industry Black Tie Awards Dinner and
Ceremony. Announcement of 2017 Hot Firm, Best Firms to Work For,
Marketing Excellence, and the Jerry Allen Courage in Leadership
awards.

2:15-3:15pm – Breakout 3

• Breakout 3A: Merger & Acquisitions Roundtable, Mark Zweig,
Jamie Claire Kiser, George Christodoulo, Donald Alford, Ozzie
Nelson and David Wantman
• Breakout 3B: “How we built a billable marketing function in our
engineering firm,” Bryan Peterson, WGI
• Breakout 3C: Leadership and project management, Bill Murphey,
Zweig Group
3:15-3:30pm – Break

3:30-4:30pm – Breakout 4

• Breakout 4A: “Research on the industry: What today's KPIs are
telling us,” Will Swearingen, Zweig Group
• Breakout 4B: “Using new media to enhance recruiting and marketing,” Randy Wilburn, Zweig Group
• Breakout 4C: Millennial panel, Christy Zweig Niehues and Jamie
Claire Kiser, Zweig Group, and Will Schnier, BIG RED DOG
4:30pm – Break
5:30-7:00pm – Networking Cocktail Reception

Saturday, September 23
(Optional with VIP registration)
9:00-11:30am – Morning-After VIP Brunch
1:00-3:00pm – City Highlights Tour(w/ party bus)
6:00pm – Party Bus to the Coldplay concert at CenturyLink Field
7:00pm-? – Coldplay concert
11:00pm? – Party Bus returns to the Fairmont Olympic Hotel

hotfirm.com

2017

2017

2017

This agenda is subject to change. For the most up-to-date schedule go to http://hotfirm.com/agenda-2017/
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NV5 the new Hot Firm No. 1

Global firm catapults to the top spot due to meteoric gains in revenue. Firm chairman and
CEO Dickerson Wright says cross-selling services is key.
By LIISA ANDREASSEN
Correspondent

T

he 18th annual Hot Firm list by Zweig Group
features a new No. 1 – NV5 Global, Inc., a provider of technical engineering and consulting solutions headquartered in Hollywood, Florida. Appearing on the 100-firm list for the first time, NV5
replaced Houston-based oil and gas giant Gate, Inc.,
holder of Hot Firm’s top spot in 2015 and 2016.

Dickerson
Wright, Chairman and CEO,
NV5 Global,
Inc.

Publicly traded NV5 is followed by CMTA Consulting Engineers, a leading sustainability firm based
in Louisville, Kentucky, at No. 2, and the Vertex
Companies, Inc., a global technical services firm
based in greater Boston, at No. 3.
The full list can be viewed at hotfirm.com. Hot Firm
rankings are based 50-50 on percentage growth
rate and dollar revenue growth rate over the previous three-year period.
All 100 winners will be celebrated at the Hot Firm
and A/E Industry Awards Conference held at the
Fairmont Olympic Hotel in Seattle, Washington,
on September 21-22. Awards will be given out at
a black-tie ceremony on the evening of September
22. Registration for this year’s event is still open.
NV5, with a combined 104 offices across the United States and in China, Vietnam, and the autonomous territory of Macau, is a truly global enterprise that serves the infrastructure, construction,
real estate, and environmental markets. Over the
last three years, the firm has experienced meteoric

growth, from 2014 gross revenue of $108 million
to $224 million in gross revenue last year – a 107
percent increase, according to figures published in
the firm’s 2016 Annual Report.
The firm’s chairman and CEO, Dickerson Wright,
has more than 35 years of experience managing
engineering firms. Wright earned a bachelor of science in engineering from Pacific Western University and is a board-certified engineer in California
and Wisconsin. He took time out of his busy schedule to discuss a few key aspects of running a powerhouse firm.

“Our definition of culture is very
specific at NV5. We are a public
company because we want partners,
not key employees. We are a
company focused on growth.”
A CONVERSATION WITH DICKERSON WRIGHT.

The Zweig Letter: What’s the recipe for creating
an effective board?
Dickerson Wright: In addition to having deep
knowledge and a wealth of experience in our specific industry, our board members must understand and support the culture of our organization
and our growth strategy. Everyone on our current
See CONFERENCE CALL, page 8
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list

The complete

1.

NV5 Global, Inc.

2.

CMTA Inc.

3.

The Vertex Companies, Inc.

4.

WGI, Inc.

5.

WSB

6.

LJA Engineering, Inc.

7.

Partner Engineering and Science, Inc.

8.

Huckabee

9.

Hargrove Engineers + Constructors

10. ISG
11. Rincon Consultants Inc.
12. EN Engineering, LLC
13. Maser Consulting P.A.
14. NWH
15. BHC RHODES
16. McMillan Pazdan Smith
17. ESP Associates, PA
18. Cherokee Enterprises, Inc.
19. RTM Engineering Consultants, LLC
20. CRB
21. Ware Malcomb
22. Environmental Partners Group, Inc.
23. ECS
24. Long Engineering, Inc.
25. Orchard Hiltz and McCliment, Inc.
26. HGA

35. Gibson Applied Technology and
Engineering, LLC
36. ESG | Architecture & Design
37. Olsson Associates

69. Arora Engineers, Inc.
70. Tectonic Engineering & Surveying
Consultants P.C.

38. Woodard & Curran

71. Mulhern & Kulp Structural Engineering,
Inc.

39. Calvin, Giordano & Associates, Inc.

72. BSI ENGINEERING

40. Coffman Engineers, Inc.

73. Shield Environmental Associates, Inc.

41. Apex Companies, LLC

74. SEPI Engineering & Construction

42. Slater Hanifan Group

75. Simpson Gumpertz & Heger

43. Garver

76. Wade Trim

44. Metro Consulting Associates

77. Caldwell Associates Architects

45. WestLAND Group, Inc.

78. SidePlate Systems, Inc.

46. VHB

79. Hastings Architecture Associates, LLC

47. Core States Inc.

80. Atwell, LLC

48. The Mannik & Smith Group, Inc.
49. Halff Associates, Inc.
50. Milhouse Enigneering & Construction
51. Bowers + Kubota Consulting
52. Timmons Group
53. ATI Architects and Engineers
54. Ghafari Associates, LLC
55. Patel, Greene & Associates, PLLC
56. Wight & Company
57. Ross & Baruzzini, Inc.
58. Matthews Design Group
59. JSD Professional Services, Inc.

81. CobbFendley
82. Mead & Hunt Companies, Inc.
83. Woolpert
84. SCJ Alliance
85. YU & Associates
86. KSE Engineering, P.C.
87. BSB Design, Inc.
88. Dekker/Perich/Sabatini
89. Sullivan Engineering, LLC
90. SWBR
91. Integrus Architecture, P.S.
92. Karins and Associates

27. P2S Engineering, Inc.

60. Hill International

28. Langan Engineering & Environmental
Services

61. Binkley & Barfield, Inc.
62. DCI Engineers

94. PK Electrical, Inc.

29. McAdams

63. CWE

95. SSOE Group

30. Fleis & VandenBrink

64. E2 ManageTech

96. England-Thims & Miller

31. Humphreys & Partners Architects, L.P.

65. BIG RED DOG Engineering

97. A. Morton Thomas and Associates, Inc.

32. Gunda Corporation

66. Passero Associates, DPC

98. Barton & Loguidice, D.P.C.

33. C.A.P. Government, Inc.

67. 4 S.T.E.L. Engineering, Inc.

99. The Cadmus Group

34. Harley Ellis Devereaux

68. Traffic Planning and Design, Inc.

100. CME Associates, Inc.
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93. Chastain & Associates LLC
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CONFERENCE SPONSORS

CONFERENCE CALL, from page 6

board brings a different point of view to the table. They feel
very comfortable voicing their opinions if they disagree
with a particular deal or potential decision, but they all understand NV5’s goals and our business philosophy. Many
of our board members also come from very large successful firms, so their input comes from a standpoint of growth
and looking to the future, which is what we always want to
remain focused on.
TZL: Is there a secret to effective ownership transition?
DW: Culture, culture, culture. Our definition of culture is
very specific at NV5. We are a public company because we
want partners, not key employees. We are a company focused on growth. The companies we acquire must agree to
be integrated into our shared services platform so we know
everyone’s progress is being measured the same, so we are
all working toward the same goals, and so everyone has the
same protections and resources that will allow them to do
the best work possible. By being a public company and putting stock into our deals, we also eliminate the polarization
of company owners who are seeking an exit strategy, and
their employees who have been growing the business and
the client base and are seeking ownership.

“We tend to attract employees who
are interested in a fast-growing, flexible
organization with clear opportunities for
autonomy and leadership.”
TZL: What has your firm done recently to upgrade its IT
system?
DW: Great question because this is something we have
been giving a lot of attention to lately. In addition to making sure we are maintaining the highest standards of safety
and protection of our information, we now have 104 offices
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“Our company is flat and vertically
structured, so there are also many points of
access to leadership and our management
team is constantly accessible to our
employees.”
throughout the United States and abroad and that comes
with opportunities and challenges of another kind. With
such talented experts so geographically dispersed, we want
to make sure that any engineer can support any project, no
matter where it is, and having cutting edge technology is
key to that ability. Eliminating sub-consultant fees where
possible is a big focus of ours and we do this through crossselling our services among our verticals. Technology is one
thing we can do to make this initiative easy and intuitive
for our team.
TZL: What’s the best way to recruit and retain top talent
in a tight labor market?
DW: We drive stock very deep into our organization and
that is one key reason we are a public company. It ensures
that our employees own the same shares as our management team, as our investors, and that everyone has an opportunity to share in the company’s success, which can be
measured objectively through public disclosures and our
stock performance. Each of our verticals is run by an entrepreneurial leader who has a particular interest and expertise in his or her specific practice. They have an opportunity to grow those verticals and shape the business, but
they also get the support needed to spur growth from the
other verticals and the corporate organization. For this reason, we tend to attract employees who are interested in a
fast-growing, flexible organization with clear opportunities
for autonomy and leadership. Our company is flat and vertically structured, so there are also many points of access to
leadership and our management team is constantly accessible to our employees.
© Copyright 2017.
Zweig Group.
All rights reserved.
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Corporate Tax Advisors

2017 Hot Firm sponsor is led by Dawson Fercho, a business development guy who is
part social worker, part psychologist.
By LIISA ANDREASSEN
Correspondent

D

awson Fercho says he likes to laugh. And why
not? At 46, he’s co-founder of a growing firm,
Corporate Tax Advisors, is an IRS enrolled agent
in all 50 states, and is licensed by the U.S. Department of the Treasury.

Dawson
Fercho,
Co-Founder,
Corporate Tax
Advisors

He’s oftentimes out on the road doing his thing
– selling tax and financial services to architecture
and engineering firms, and helping them enhance
their bottom lines. He also has a wife, three kids,
and is a coach of youth sports.
So it’s pretty easy for Fercho to laugh. He’s got a lot
going on, and it’s all going his way.
But don’t let the easygoing nature fool you. Fercho
is a hard-charging businessman who knows how
to fill a niche and can walk into a room full of engineers and not meet a stranger. Not the easiest
thing to do. But for Fercho and his company, that’s
how it has to be.
“We want to know the firms we work with,” he says.
“We want to be a valued member of their financial
team. But I don’t want to always talk about business. There are other things going on.”
But when it comes down to business, Fercho and
his team know the score. Experts in three sections
of the tax code – the research and development tax
credit, the energy efficient commercial building
deduction, and cost segregation – Corporate Tax
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Advisors finds dollars that firms didn’t know they
had.
“There are 9,000 different code sections, and we focus on three,” Fercho says. “Pick a beach head and
be the best at that thing.”
And the big benefit for qualifying firms? Reduced
costs for research, labor, and an overall lower taxable income. In a video embedded in CTA’s website,
Fercho says he wants to “demystify” the R&D tax
credit. The biggest mystery for firms, Fercho says,
is simple: “Do they qualify?”

“There are 9,000 different code
sections, and we focus on three.
Pick a beach head and be the best
at that thing.”
Of the three specialties handled by CTA, efficiencies
through the R&D tax credit are the most sought
after. But firms oftentimes consider the R&D tax
credit and think of white coats, petri dishes, and
the scientific method. While those staples are certainly covered under the umbrella of the credit, the
definition captures a much broader array of endeavors.
“I unpack what R&D really is in terms of the U.S.
Congress’ interpretation,” Fercho says. “When the
credit first came out, it applied well to the widget
See CORPORATE TAX ADVISORS, page 10
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H O T F IR M W I N N E R S
NV5 TAKES TOP SPOT ON 2017 HOT FIRM LIST NV5
earned the No. 1 ranking on the Zweig Group’s
2017 Hot Firm list, which has recognized the
100 fastest-growing A/E/P and environmental
consulting firms in the United States for more
than 20 years.
“Getting on the Hot Firm List is like
winning an Oscar,” explained Zweig Group
Chairman and Founder Mark Zweig in
this year’s announcement. “It says you
are the best at what you do – running
an A/E/P or environmental consulting
firm – in an industry made up of 100,000
companies.”
“We are honored to be recognized on
the Hot Firm list,” said Dickerson Wright,
NV5’s chairman and CEO. “It reinforces
that our strategy and vision to have a flat
organization is working – an organization that
empowers our most senior entrepreneurial
leaders to be the direct contact with our
clients.”
ZWEIG GROUP PLACES GARVER ON 2017 HOT FIRM
LIST For the seventh year in a row Garver has
been recognized among the fastest-growing
companies in the A-E industry.
Zweig Group released recently their annual
Hot Firm list, which ranks the top 100 firms
in the field based on employee and revenue
growth rate over the previous three years.
Garver is ranked No. 43 on the list, the seventh
consecutive year that it has been included in
the top 100.

“We’ve made a point to focus our expansion
efforts on certain markets, which has allowed
us to sustain this period of unprecedented
growth for our company,” said President
and CEO Dan Williams. “Our continued
presence on this prestigious list is proof
that we’re not simply growing, but growing
the right way, and we plan to continue that
trend.”
Over the last three years, Garver has
expanded further into Texas by adding offices
in Fort Worth, Round Rock, San Antonio,
and East Texas; while offices in Phoenix,
Arizona, and Wichita, Kansas have also been
added. Garver, founded in 1919 in Little
Rock, Arkansas, now has more than 400
employees spread across 22 offices in 10
states.
OHM ADVISORS LANDS ON 2017 ZWEIG HOT FIRM
LIST For two straight years, OHM Advisors
has ranked in the Top 25 of the 100 fastest
growing A/E/P firms.
OHM Advisors lands in Zweig Group Hot
Firm Top 25OHM Advisors is pleased to
announce our No. 25 ranking on the Zweig
Group Hot Firms List for 2017 – marking
the second straight year we’ve landed in
the Top 25. An industry standard, the Hot
Firms list ranks the top fastest-growing
architecture, engineering, planning, and
environmental consulting firms in the Unites
States.
Our persistent growth streak is a testament to

CORPORATE TAX ADVISORS, from page 9

makers, and they didn’t think it could apply to a design
package.”
But it does. And in Fercho’s experience, most of the firms
looking at the tax credit end up qualifying. And word has
trickled down from the big firms to the firms that have
around $5 million a year in revenue and around 20 employees. CTA also works with software firms, light manufacturing, aerospace/defense, and construction, among others.

“I unpack what R&D really is in terms of
the U.S. Congress’ interpretation. When
the credit first came out, it applied well to
the widget makers, and they didn’t think it
could apply to a design package.”
Founded in 2014, CTA is based in Huntsville, Alabama, but
has offices in Atlanta, Detroit, Houston, Kansas City, and
Los Angeles. Flexibility, Fercho says, is key for the firm,
which has a staff of 15 attorneys, CPAs, and engineers.
“We’re decentralized,” he says. “We go where the clients are.”
CTA is a small firm and wants to grow, but not necessarily
by too much.
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our partners and clients, and to our missiondriven staff.
“We continue to grow because we listen to
our clients and immerse ourselves in their
challenges. By thinking differently, we deliver
innovative solutions and consistently deliver
exceptional quality projects that continue
to strengthen our deep client relationships.
I’m continually impressed by our team’s
energy and passion,” remarks president John
Hiltz.
The distinction of making Zweig Group’s Hot
Firm List is a great accomplishment. In an
industry comprised of more than 100,000 firms,
those who make the list have demonstrated
their ability to thrive and are recognized among
the elite 100 fastest-growing firms.
WE’RE HOT! ZWEIG GROUP ANNOUNCES 2017 HOT
FIRM LIST Zweig Group has ranked Coffman
Engineers at No. 40 on the 2017 Hot Firm
List, an annual ranking of the 100 fastestgrowing firms in the architecture, engineering,
planning, and environmental consulting
industry.
The ranking is based on a score comprised
of percentage growth rate and dollar revenue
growth rate over a three-year period. The
annual list has been organized by Zweig Group
for 18 years and is open to all A/E firms in the
U.S. and Canada.

“You can’t be afraid. At some level you’re a
social worker, or a psychologist. You can’t
be an introvert. You have to be able to talk
and be able to listen.”
“There’s certain things you lose – aggressiveness and spontaneity – when you get big,” he says.
Fercho worked at two firms prior to co-founding his current
company with co-principals Mike Woeber and Rob Kling.
While he learned the tools of the trade prior to CTA, he also
figured out what he did not want the new firm to be – “feecentric” rather than “client-centric.”
“If you’re in it just for the money, you’ll burn out quickly,”
Fercho says.
Clients range from those with $5 million in annual gross
receipts to those with $250 million. Regardless of the size,
Fercho’s approach is the same. A born people person and a
salesman, he gets to use his skills when out on business development trips.
“You can’t be afraid,” he says. “At some level you’re a social
worker, or a psychologist. You can’t be an introvert. You
have to be able to talk and be able to listen.”
© Copyright 2017.
Zweig Group.
All rights reserved.
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2017 Hot Firm/Best Firm snapshot

Hot Firms show tremendous growth, and Best Firms clearly preparing for the
future.
By RICHARD MASSEY
Managing Editor

T

he top 25 Hot Firms this year
showed the industry what it
means to grow. On average, the Top
25 grew by 129 percent in terms of
three-year percentage growth, and
by more than $43 million in terms of
dollar growth.
While the Top 25 were clearly ahead
of all the other firms, those that appeared on the list from 26 through
100 had nothing of which to be
ashamed. Firms in the lower quartile, for example, still grew by an average of 51 percent, and had a dollar growth of nearly $9 million. Not
bad for firms on the “bottom” of the
list.
In regards to the Best Firms, the results were gleaned from surveys of
more than 11,300 people in the A/E
industry, from C-suite executives
down to administrative staff.
Of note is the percentage of Best
Firms – 40 percent – that offer tuition reimbursements for business
school. Engineering and architecture
are one thing, but running a business
is another. The Best Firms “get” this
dynamic, and through tuition reimbursements, are clearly grooming
the next generation of leaders.
Another standout in the survey results was the number of firms that
use open-book management on
a regular basis. Of the firms surveyed, nearly 21 percent said they
share financial information with
the entire firm on a monthly basis. But this is not markedly higher than the number of firms that
don’t, at 18.4 percent. Firms that
conduct open-book management
say the process instills vision up and
down the organization chart, giving employees at every level the information they need to help the firm
succeed.
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ZWEIG GROUP

SEMINARS

THE BEST IN SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS
FOR AEC PROFESSIONALS

THE PRINCIPALS ACADEMY
SAN DIEGO, CA
OCTOBER 26-27
LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR AEC PROFESSIONALS
ARLINGTON,
VA Today...
NOVEMBER 7-8
Learning
LEADING TOMORROW

EXCELLENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
zweiggroup.com/seminars/
CHARLESTON,
S.C NOVEMBER 29
ALL ZWEIG GROUP TRAINING PROGRAMS CAN BE PRESENTED AS AN IN-HOUSE PROGRAM
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Hot Firm & A/E Industry

Awards Conference

Sept 21-22 | Seattle, WA
A conference built on
growth + success of the AEC Industry

WWW.HOTFIRM.COM
Sponsored by:
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